
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Pau, 17 May 2018 

 

PRESS RELEASE  
 

 

Teréga announces the release of a book 

by Dominique Mockly: ‘Le Pari du gaz’  

 

Dominique Mockly and publisher Débats Publics are releasing a book entitled ‘Le Pari             

du gaz’ (betting on gas). Dominique Mockly, the head of Teréga and an expert on               

energy issues, is transforming the debate on environmentalism and is presenting           

pragmatic solutions for a successful energy transition.  

 

‘Today, the energy debate is limited to a debate on electricity and people forget other forms of                 

consumption. I think that gas has an important role to play in the energy transition because it is                  

a pragmatic solution that already exists and offers many advantages. I firmly believe that, in the                

future, gas will be a post-transition energy source because it too will have undergone              

transformation.’ Dominique Mockly 

  

Through this book, Teréga’s Chairman and CEO offers a daring vision for a             

European energy policy and dissects the major energy choices made by           

decision-makers in France and elsewhere in recent years. 

  

He deconstructs common misconceptions about gas and tells about the          

technological changes making this energy source increasingly ‘cleaner’. 

He demonstrates the urgency of balancing economic performance with         

environmental responsibility. 

 

 

 

Dominique Mockly is the Chairman and CEO of        

Teréga S.A., a European gas transport and storage company. He is a            

specialist in the areas of energy, defence, and aeronautics. He previously           

served as Areva’s Senior Executive Vice President for International         

Development, then for the Back-End Business Group (recycling of used fuel,           

decommissioning, nuclear material and waste logistics). 

 

Basic information: 

173 pages 

Price: €18, including tax 

Available at all bookshops in France starting 17 May 2018 

 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=frX0V5cjX1k&feature=youtu.be 
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About Débats Publics  

 

Established in 2007, Débats Publics is a publisher that aims to give a voice to leaders who, given their 

experience and personal beliefs, want to share their reflections on contemporary societal issues. 

  

Through their careers, experiences, and areas of expertise, these leaders have gained knowledge, an 

ability to analyse, and beliefs that they think are worth spreading today. 

The goal for Débats Publics is to provide a platform for these women and men, to promote their 

dialogue with public opinion, and to create and foster a public debate around the subject discussed by 

each of these authors. 

  

Débats Publics is dedicated to these ‘author-leaders’, helping them forge a path for a new society. 

 

 

 

About Teréga 

Teréga, historically established in south-western 

France, has over 5,000 km of pipeline and two 

underground storage sites, representing 16% of 

France's total gas transport network and 24% of 

the country’s storage capacity respectively. In 

2016, Teréga took in revenues of €467 M and had 

more than 580 employees. 

  

As part of its public service duties, Teréga 

transports natural gas to more than 400 gate 

stations under the best-possible conditions for 

safety, cost, and reliability. 

 

 

  

 

 

Teréga Media Relations :  

Céline DALLEST 

celine.dallest@terega.fr 

  +33 (0)5 59 13 35 97 / +33 (0)6 38 89 11 07 

 

  Agence AUVRAY & ASSOCIES: 

  Candide HEIZ  

  c.heiz@auvray-associes.com  

  +33 (0)1 58 22 21 13 
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